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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

After analyzing the movie script What Happened to Monday, intrinsic 

approach is suitable in order to analyze the movie script and the story behind it. 

Showing method is used to analyze the characterization in the movie script. The 

characters that are analyzed using this method are the seven Settman sisters; 

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. The 

main character of the story, Monday, is a very intelligent, sophisticated, sharp, 

tough, and ambitious person. The plot of the story shows the unfolding events and 

problems, with several plot twists that enriches the storytelling. The settings of the 

Settmans’ apartment, Child Allocation Bureau Headquarters and Metropolitan 

City also supports both characterization and plot. The plot analyzed in this 

research explains the stages of events that occur in the movie script. Setting of 

place represents the location of events that unfolds between several stages of the 

story. Setting of time specifies the exact time mentioned in the story, and setting 

of atmosphere represents the mood and situation of characters in several events of 

the movie script. 

The selfishness of the character Monday in this movie script consists of 

two factors; Entitlement and Revenge. Monday’s selfishness personality is caused 

by her desire of the entitlement of her mother’s name, Karen Settman, to protect 

her unborn twin babies. While her revenge sparked when she always suffered 

from being one of the seven identical Settman sisters. Monday thought that 

vengeance is the best option to put an end to this suffering, by venting it to her 

siblings. 

The seven Settman sisters also encountered some family conflicts that 

happened throughout the story. They lived under a repressive government where 

Terrence and his seven Granddaughters hid from the government for decades, 

until these seven siblings reached the age of adulthood. Terrence taught his 

grandchildren how to deal with an oppressive regime that prohibits illegal siblings 

from living together. Under these harsh conditions, Monday turned against her 

own siblings, due to her suffering caused by the identity she used for decades, 

Karen Settman. Monday betrayed her siblings in order to save her unborn twin 
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babies and to keep the name Karen Settman for herself while sacrificing the lives 

of her siblings. 
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